Looking Back at 2016…

Knovel: Over 15 Years
of Providing Answers
to Engineers

Information Essentials—
Solving Problems for Engineers
2016 Content Growth in Knovel by the Numbers

1,000

New Resources Added

With Knovel, engineers solve problems
faster, avoid re-work, and accelerate time
to market. Knovel continually improves
its platform and content year-over-year to
ensure that engineers get answers faster,
while helping organizations mitigate risk,
improve engineering outcomes, and achieve
operational excellence.

15%

Growth in Overall Content

400+

New Interactive Equation
Worksheets

Smart Search and Analytics

40%

Providing the Relevant Answer Quickly

Of new content from partners
outside of North America

Taxonomy tools and sophisticated tagging to
make content more discoverable

2,000,000

Workflow Integrations

New data points (fully searchable, interative content in
table cells, or a single graph)

Providing Seamless Answers to Questions
Where Engineers Work
Improved integrations with EDS, Primo,
and Summon—‘best practices’ ensure that
Knovel is fully optimized in your discovery
implementation
Integration with Engineering Village—making
identifying research topics, defining research
goals, and solving problems seamless
Enhanced user interface and user experience for
engineers accessing Knovel—both online and
offline—through iOS and Android tablet devices

63,000,000

Total number of interactive
and searchable data (database,
graph, tables, equations)

NEW regulatory information from the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) 2015
NEW Partners:
Water Environment Federation
PIANC
Society for Fire Protection
Engineering
Fives North American
Combustion

TMS (The Minerals, Metals &
Materials Society)
VDE Verlag
Royal Aeronautical Society
Bloomsbury

And Looking Ahead
to 2017…
Information Essentials—Solving
Problems for Engineers

Smart Search and Analytics

Providing the Relevant Answer Quickly
Helping engineers obtain answers faster by
suggesting relevant topics to refine their query
Delivering richer answers to engineers by
recommending pertinent, similar resources
based on a selected title and search

Investing in new partnerships with premier
engineering publishers and information providers,
while adding hundreds of new resources

Enabling efficient problem solving by surfacing
connections between related content and tools

Workflow Integrations

Providing Seamless Answers to Questions
Where Engineers Work
In addition to existing mobile tablet access,
extending secure offline access to Knovel users
via desktops and smartphone devices
Additional partnerships with publishers and
information providers outside of North America

Millions of new data points (fully searchable
interactive content in a graph or table)

Hundreds of new interactive
equation worksheets

For more insights and information, please visit

www.elsevier.com/knovel

